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A fusion of jazz, soul and poetry, a unique brand of scintilating lyricism and coffee shop synergy wherein

the linguistic wit is as profound as the music is mesmorizing. 10 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Poetry,

JAZZ: Jazz Vocals Details: Abyss is a Jazz Poet that typifies the mystical synergy of the divine nuances

that birth creativity. A conceptual thinker, celestial evangelist and lyrical dimensionalist, he is the

mouthpiece for that which is too subconscious, abstract and pious to be put into words. His philosophical

profundities are often cryptic, but are able to be grasped by the porous mind and parallel spirit which he

believes all posses but are desensitized to its force. This unawareness is the provocation for the

Ambiance. Ambiance is the mystical energy that emanates with the realization of knowing thyself. It

relates to the spiritual aerospace that that is emitted and consumed when becoming mind-deified. The

metamorphosis from the physical plane to the visceral plane is a subconscious process wherein the flesh

vaporizes into energy sensation and is mostly articulated through mood. Mood is the involuntary

submission to an inner calling, be it soul centered or spirit centered and when you convent yourself to

feeling celestially, surrealistically your mental clarity is self refining. Furthermore, Ambiance represents

the purification that takes place during the mind healing and body atoning processes where the unveiling

of you to yourself becomes displacements therapy. Have you ever breathed the ionized air that nature

provides after a thunderstorm and felt possessed by its other-worldly aura? Ambiance was created to give

your soul force the same rejuvenation, to categorize that feeling of either complete peace or complete

cohesion that exist when the soul eye is perforated and receptive to the vibrant energy of subconscious

awakenings. Where on earth exist a place for the dreamer to be emancipated? In the infinite space of the

mind where your emotional frequency is out of tune with fleshly instinct but one with the oasis of

contemplation, there you will find the rhyme that fabrics feeling, welcome.
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